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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our second issue for 2020, of
the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
Free of charge, feel free to print this
Newsletter and put in your own binder.
Please forward to all your Checker friends
too.
If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile about you or your Checker,
please forward all content to the email
address on the right side of this page.

Richard Thomas. Richard had a
passion for scale models, we’ll
share some of them with you.
We have an update on Dan
Smith’s recent acquisition, a
Checker propane car.
We also share a photographic
history of Boston’s Independent
Taxicab Owners Association.

In this issue you’ll also find in this
2020 marks the 100th anniversary of Morris a guide to photographing your
Markin’s takeover of the Lomberg Auto Body Checker and some historic
Checker photos and advertising.
Company in Joilet, IL., in this issue we’ll
present the story of Markin’s creation of the As always, you’ll also find
Checker Cab Manufacturing Co.
classified ads and sources for
Also in this issue is a story about former
Checker Car Club of America, President

Checker parts. Please enjoy issue:
volume 6 issue 2.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,
1957 , 1967 and 1979
Checkers
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Dick Thomas Checker
Models

The ICTA published a blog prior to Christmas providing links to
the myriads of Checker Marathon and Taxicab models available
on the market today. If you read it, you’d discover that today
there are literally hundreds of models available to the Checker
collector, but that was not always the case. About thirty years
ago the only way to display a Checker model was to develop one
on your own. One man and a big Checker took on the challenge,
that man was Dick Thomas.

Dick Thomas was quite a character. You will not find too
many guys like Dick, a devout car guy and Checker fan, he
applied a strong educational background to his hobby,
both in design and modeling.
Dick received a degree in Architecture from the
University of Oklahoma and worked for various
architecture and design firms before establishing Thomas
Design and his prototype shop. Encouraged by
colleagues to share his knowledge and experiences in a
university setting, Dick taught product design and
illustration courses in the College of Engineering,
Architecture and Technology at Oklahoma State
University from 1976 until he retired in 1992.
Back in the 80’s Dick developed a series of scaled Checker
models and as a small cottage industry
manufacturer, sold his Checker models all over the
world. You could always count on Dick to present a large
inventory on display at the various Checker shows he
attended. Today these same models are highly sought
after by Checker fans.

Dick Thomas and his propane Chicago model
Dick developed a series of masters in 1/25 scale. He most
likely developed his masters in clay. Once the clay model
was complete, he created a latex model. Once the master
and mold was completed Dan was able to make a resin
casting to further refine and create a second hollow
master casting. Once the hollow cast master was finish
Dick again made latex models for the final models. 4

These molds were now more complex two-piece molds. In addition
to the Checker body, Dick developed masters for wheels and a X
brace chassis master castings.
Dick typically advertised in various club newsletters. In the late
1980’s Dick was able to get a small write up in Collectable
Automobile magazine, this gave Dick international attention. Dick
used another means of selling his product, off the back of his
Aerobus tailgate! At various Checker club Dick would take orders
for models. Each model was hand crafted by Dick. Once he had an
order, the models were made to the customers requirements.
Checker owners around the country had Dick build ready to order
version of their Checkers in 1/25 scale. ICTA member Bruce Uhrich
recounts.

Terry Vaught and his personalized model

“I met Dick at Kalamazoo and again at Macungie in 1998 and asked
him to make a model of my 1967 Marathon.” Bruce purchased a
Checker A12 Marathon, painted in white just like his 1/1 show
car. Dick ultimately was able to produced virtually every Checker
made from the Model A to the Model A12.
Bruce Uhrich’s Model A12
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Given that the models were made for Checker owners, one could
assume that the limited models were cherished by their Checker
owning fans and are rarely traded at show or on Ebay. This writer
has been looking for an example for over twenty years.
Last week, a listing appeared on Ebay for a Checker Model
“UNKNOWN MAKER-DIECAST CHECKERED CAB-CHICAGO NEW
YORK? HANDMADE? FOLK ART!”. I was able to win the auction for
the significant total of $3.50! Bruce Uhrich has confirmed based on
the chassis casting that this is indeed a Checker model produced by
Dick Thomas.
The model is crude compared to the models produced today, by the
likes of Sunstar and the Franklin Mint, but they’re neat none the
less. The exterior is finished to a shine, painted in a gloss yellow and
green. The windows are painted in a dark metallic gray to create a
tinted window effect. Dick went the extra mile by using bare metal
foil on top of the fenders to create a chrome metal finish. once the
model was painted and foil was applied, the model was painted in a
one coat of clear gloss paint.
Dick passed away several years ago, a true Checker friend, I’ll
always take pride in my recent acquisition.
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Operating radio-dispatched taxis 24
hours a day, the ITOA has been
providing Boston and its
surrounding neighborhoods with
dependable taxi service for over
ninety-six years and has been using
Checkers since for about the same
amount of time. Today the ITOA
has a variety of cabs, vans, and
handicapped accessible vehicles
available. Whether it be packages
or passengers, business or leisure,
the ITOA retains knowledgeable
drivers that are willing and eager to
cater to your every transportation
need.

Boston’s Independent Taxi Owners Associtiation (ITOA), Long time
Checker Customer
In this current time of Uber and Lift, its nice to know that Boston still has a legacy
cab coop. The Independent Taxi Operator Association, founded in 1924, is
comprised of approximately 300 independent taxicabs in Greater Boston.

ITOA drivers know the streets of
Boston and, even more
importantly, how to make your
pick-up and delivery safely, more
efficiently, and cost effectively.
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Dan Smith Saves a
Chicago Propane Car

Another real retired Chicago cab into my fleet. 229 v6 factory propane.
1650a green and a1222 ivory is stamped on the vin. ICTA member Ben
Merkel checked the vin this is 1 of 50 to the last order to Chicago. After its
service in Chicago it went on to become a happy cab with the orange
paint. Look at the pics it’s true Chicago colors are popping out under the
orange. Super stoked to have this one, it’s on its way to Dan’s home for
way word cabs. This poor thing is so rusty I broke the brake drum in two
prying the back tire off. But I know a guy that can fix it. I’m going to be
restoring checkers till lunch the day of my funeral.
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2020 Marks the 100th Aniversary
of Morris Markin’s Takeover of
Lomberg
The year 2020 marks the 100th anniversary of
Morris Markin’s involvement with the creation
of Checker Cab Manufacturing Corp. The
culminations of the consolidation of three
companies: The Lomberg Auto Body Company,
Commonwealth Motors and the Checker Taxi
syndicate of Chicago. The following is an
excerpt from Mark Theoblad’s
Coachbuilt.com.

Commonwealth relocated to Joliet, Illinois in 1919 and the car’s sturdy
reputation resulted in sales to a number of Chicago taxi operators. Later
that year they introduced their Mogul Taxi, a purpose-built vehicle utilizing
the sturdy Commonwealth frame and purpose-built bodies provided by
another Joliet firm, the Lomberg Auto Body Mfg. Co.
The Lomberg Auto Body Manufacturing Co. was organized in the late-teens
by a Russian immigrant named Abraham (Abe) Lomberg (1883-1951) to
manufacture automobile bodies for the region’s numerous automobile
manufacturers. In order to produce the number of bodies needed by
Commonwealth for their new Mogul taxi, Lomberg was forced to seek
additional capital, which was supplied by another Russian immigrant
named Morris Markin. Markin was a successful Chicago clothier who had
amassed a small fortune providing uniforms to the US Army during World
War I.
Markin was born into poverty in the western Russian city of Smolensk in
1893. After a minimal public education he found work in a local clothing
factory and by the age of nineteen had become foreman of a trouser
manufacturer’s sewing department. Faced with a bleak future in Czarist
Russia, Markin accepted an invitation from an uncle in Chicago to emigrate
to the United States. He used his savings and booked passage on a steamer
bound for New York’s Ellis Island, arriving in 1913.
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The
Commonwealth
Goodspeed
Show Car,
Markin far right
in hat

Upon his arrival in Chicago, he found work as an assistant tailor and soon became a skilled tailor. Following the death of
his employer, he was put in charge and eventually purchased the business from the tailor’s widow. Within the year, he
had accumulated enough spare earnings to finance the emigration of his immediate family to the United States, and
found them positions in Chicago’s growing garment industry. He eventually entered the ready made suit and pants
business with one of his brothers and by the time World War I rolled around, he received a lucrative contract to supply
uniforms for the US Army.

When the war ended, Markin was flush with capital, and began to invest in a number of Russian-owned local
businesses, one of which was Abe Lomberg’s Auto Body Company to which he loaned out $15,000. Unfortunately for
Lomberg, the expected sales of Commonwealth’s Mogul taxis fell far short of expectations and by the end of 1920,
Lomberg could no longer keep up with the monthly payments and surrendered ownership of the firm to Markin.
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As the nation fell into the post-war recession of 1920-21, things looked bleak for both Lomberg Body and
Commonwealth, and production fell to less than 10 completed vehicles per week. Luckily Commonwealth received a
substantial order from the Checker Taxi Company in late 1920 just as Commonwealth’s creditors were closing in. The
order kept the receivers at bay for a number of months, but by late 1921, Commonwealth Motors Corp. was finally
forced into bankruptcy.
The shrewd Markin completed a
number of legal maneuvers in
rapid succession in order to
protect his body building
investment. In late 1920, he had
reorganized the Lomberg Body
Company into the Markin Body
Company, and following
Commonwealth’s bankruptcy, had
made an offer to exchange shares
in the Markin Body Corporation
for the assets of the now bankrupt
auto manufacturer.
Markin had somehow managed to
get the assets of the Markin Body
Company assessed for $182,703
which was most likely many times
14

greater than the firm’s actual
value, which gave him an
extraordinary share of the firm’s
stock. However, it looked good
to Commonwealth’s receivers,
and as it was the best, and most
likely the only, offer presented to
for Commonwealth’s assets, it
was accepted in October of
1921. After waiting a few
months for the dust to settle,
Markin merged the two firms,
and reorganized them as the
Checker Cab Manufacturing
Company in May of 1922.
For more information about
Markin’s investments check out
the following additional articles
on the Coachbuilt website.
www.coachbuilt.com

The “Manhattan” Commonwealth Mogul Taxicab body by Lomberg
15

Checker Photographic
Backdrops
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Selecting backdrops is one the easiest ways to add personality and
style to your photography or videography. Whether you are
shooting people or products, the backdrop behind your subject
can make or break your image. Cluttered backgrounds
are distracting and draw attention away from your subject.
Selecting a backdrop may seem like a relatively simple task.
However, there are endless styles of backdrops available in
different sizes, patterns, and materials.
Now if you’re into Checkers, there are plenty of options to create
fantastic imagery. Since Checkers were people movers, this writer
has found that placing a Checker in a period correct setting works
best. There are really two great backdrops settings: rail museums
and larger city passenger train station. Additionally, pairing up a
Checker with a bus works well from transit-oriented image.
Here are a couple of photos of my Checkers taken over the
years. The header photo was taken at the National Automobile
and Truck Museum (NATMUS). Natmus has built a great backdrop
for automotive photo sessions. They have created a vintage Gulf
gas station. The station has period correct signage and period
vehicles that service as a perfect stage for a vintage automotive
photo.

The Illinois Rail Museum has a working rail network, including a beautiful
train station. In 2004, I was lucky enough to park my Checker A8 next to a
restored Packard Clipper Taxicab. The perfect backdrop, the photo below
was snapped, a vintage taxicab stand.
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Also at the Illinois Rail Museum is a fantastic vintage bus collection, buses
are a perfect backdrops for Checkers. In the photo below, the Checker
Model A4 was paired with a Chicago mid early fifties GM transit
bus. Converted to black and white, you can’t beat it. Shapes, lines,
textures, and contrast within a black-and-white image are prominent. As a
result, black-and-white is more likely than color to create an abstract
visual. The more complete the tonal range, the more dynamic the image
The real Toledo Amtrak station also serves as an excellent backdrop for
the Checker. The location provides an elegant Art Deco building and
Emerson Zentz and his bus crew provided a great GM New look bus.
Another consideration is placing the Checker in front of a large
architectural setting. In the photo below, the Checker A2 was part at the
based of a suspension, in this case the the Anthony Wayne Bridge. The
Anthony Wayne Bridge, commonly called the High Level Bridge, was
designed by Waddell & Hardesty and constructed by the McClinticMarshall Company in 1931, and is a downtown Toledo, Ohio landmark
named after General Anthony Wayne. It is a suspension bridge that spans
the Maumee River.
The ICTA has a collection of over ten thousand Checker photos within our
Facebook archive. We’d love to see your Checker photos. Better yet,
why not join the ICTA and ad your photos to the archive? Here’s a link.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/145497838799022/?tn-str=*F

Another Chicago Checker
A2 Found in Finland!
Another Checker A2 has recently been
discovered in Finland by ICTA member
Elias Välkki. If you’re not familiar with the
Finland Checker story, here’s a quick
debrief.
Helsinki Mayor Erik von Frenckell and
Minister Onni Hiltunen noticed that the
1952 Olympic Games approaching the
country’s taxi fleet was in poor condition.
To make it easier to get rid of the
delapidated taxis, the two men executed
a program to buy Checker taxi cars from
the United States. The politicians
coordinated with the Autoilijain Hankinta
Oy, founded by the Professional
Association of taxi drivers.
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A sent delegation was sent to the United States to choose
vehicles to be imported into Finland. The intention was
initially to buy newer A4 models, but due to the low exchange
rate, it came to the association purchased used Chicago
Checker A2 models retired from the Chicago Checker Taxi
fleet. Ultimately, the delegation bought some 500 Checker A2
taxicabs, 1946-49 model. The cars were brought to Finland in
1951-52.
Unfortunately the ship trip was a fatal event for the Checkers.
The extra loads and unloadings made during the shipment and
the damage caused by sea-going ruined a large part of the
cars. Nevertheless, during the 1950s and 1960s, Checkeri was
drove through the finals in various parts of Finland.
According to Elias Välkki “Found this Checker A2 today! It was
crashed in the 60s which resulted the car retiring from service.
Frame was turned into a tractor trailer and the engine went to
power a saw. Engine should be still somewhere and intact.
Better pics coming soon.”
Ellas will be forwarding additional photos soon, we’ll keep you
posted.
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Right Mrs. Victoria Pedote thinks taking cabs "is a nice thing to do" because "it
leaves the driving to us" Chicago Sun Times photo by Carmen Reporto December
4th 1966

Below Boxer Ingemar Johannson great a happy taxicab driver: behind the wheel of
a Checker. Jens Ingemar "Ingo" Johansson was a Swedish professional boxer who
competed from 1952 to 1963. He held the world heavyweight title from 1959 to
1960, and was the fifth heavyweight champion born outside the United States.
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ICTA Facebook Member
looking to trade
• I bought this 64 A12, to turn into a taxi that we were are going to use
on the street.
This was a one owner. , garage for 20 years Chevy 6 cylinder 3 speed
transmission. We replaced the motor, but we have the original. . This car
is 110% rust free and solid. It’s in too good a
of shape to taxi up to put on the street. For my needs I could get by with
something that isn’t this nice and I hate to tear this one up. If someone
has a suitable taxi worthy Marathon In the interest of preservation, I may
consider. A trade.
• For more information, the ICTA member can be reached via his
Facebook post in the ICTA

• https://www.facebook.com/groups/145497838799022/
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Up for sale as is, where is: a 1979 Checker Marathon A12e Formal Sedan. The Checker is equipped with two sun roofs,
one for the driver and one for the rear passengers. A former New York City car service vehicle, this car has some
history. A Lawrence, Mass scrapyard survivor, this car should be saved. Plenty of parts that could be parted out, far more
valuable than the asking price.
Running with a low mile 267 Chevy V8 engine. Engine tuned with a rebuilt carb. Solid frame. Fuel tank replaced with
very nice solid unit. Comes with replacement hood, and out and inner front fenders. Also includes a good windshield and
rubber. Will throw in a grille too. These parts alone are worth the asking price.
Too many projects, need to thin the herd. Bill of Sale, no title. Solid doors front and rear, door post and inner rear
quarter. Floors have usual Checker rust. $1500.00 or best offer. For more info. 630-319-4869
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1974 Checker Marathon
• In excellent condition, Amazingly well kept
COLLECTIBLE
• The ’74 Checker marathon A12, Ac, ps, pb,
great interior and exterior, 3 stage paint,
• Executive owned car n private museum.
• Call or text (214) 394-4270
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Has under the dash A/C added, Sirius Radio, Original
Interior, Remote Alarm System. Has current smog
certificate.
$8,000 or OBO.
reply by email:
551c68156db4375cb3c6c9b4b3c588e6@sale.craigslist.org
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I think the time has come for me to sell and pass both of my checkers (a green 1973 and a blue 1970) on to someone
with more time. I don’t have the time or money at this point to continue to work on them and need to get a newer daily
driver. The 1973 was a daily until it dropped a valve (or wiped a cam lobe, not sure – but it’s going to require pulling a
head at minimum) and the 70 was driving until a front end collision. I don’t have the time or effort needed to work on
getting both of them back on the road. Both have a SBC 350 with automatic transmissions (the 73 has a TH400, the 70
has a BW 12). Between the two, you’ve got a nice Checker (though I’d really rather see them both stay whole).
I’d much prefer to sell to someone familiar with Checkers and I’m willing to take a significant loss if I know they’ll be
restored/fixed and put back on the road. I have a set of NOS rocker panels, a NOS drivers side rear quarter, a spare deck
lid. I can send more photos of either one.
The 73 needs the seats redone. It’s got what’s probably an early/mid-80’s Earl Scheib paint job. It’s flaking in places, rust
rear tail panel (the rear splash pan is remove). I’ve already rebuilt the entire passengers side rear inner – was working
my way around to the back but haven’t had time to continue. Drivers side inner is good. Some bubbling in the door
corners and a failing bondo spot on the passenger rear door. Front of the hood has the typical rust. Frame is pretty good
– does have one small plate patch on the pass side but it seems strong.
he 70 has front end damage. The interior is great. The exterior
paint is pretty poor – it’s a 20fter or worse. With the hood
gone, the only bondo I really know of now is the rockers and
I’ve got a new set of those. The paint is bubbling in places,
looks to be poor surface prep for the most part. Frame is
decent – the cross member under the motor mounts has been
braced with angle iron and the front suspension member has a
CONT. NEXT PAGE
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a nice dent from what I’m assuming is a curb. Once the grill
and bumper come in, it shouldn’t need more parts to get it
back together. The transmission is leaking pretty heavily
from what seems to be the seal on the yoke. The 350 (smog
era, so weak) ran fine.
Any serious buyers, contact me and I can email some more
photos and information. I’d like to get $7000 for the pair –
possibly open to trades, but I don’t have time or effort
necessary for projects. Clean NC titles for both.
Message via Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/cgsexton?sk=wall&fref=gs&dti=
145497838799022&hc_location=group_dialog

1970 Checker Marathon
Hot Springs, MT $2,500 Driven 120,000 miles
Automatic transmission Seller’s Description
Great shape checker complete running condition
unknown. Complete car ran when parked. Owner got a
new car so she parked it and here it is. The club seats
are rare in the back and are not for sale expect with the
whole car.
link to Facebook ad:
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/3582231
11682407/
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Taking offers…! 1969 A12D, Located in Washington, PM me if interesded. Facebook Contact
https://www.facebook.com/nicholas.revel.5?fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARBM9ff70lkKTBZqTHbgNTxwfajL-YSTvv3n3X3nxFDkceKZt4pkeQjWRl2AMrjCWD3gRtmXU5dbDH6&hc_ref=ARSVzj_jBqPB6sWNTuCwgKmC7dn9HIrzDG2WpgcG7wcZ0zcgqtKqj5GvVLWX12TXA&dti=1384634708513474&hc_location=group
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End Photo
Advertisement

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus 602-818-1831

Thanks to Connie and David
Powers. This end photo comes
from the Steve Wilson Photo
Collection. Circa 1955 Mockup
for the Checker Model A8

